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Going  
Zamstars  
means  
Going  
Beyond  
the Brief 



What’s Going Beyond the Brief? 
At Zamstars, we believe in delivering what is needed for the brand over competing 
in a rat race. We probe, question, debate and huddle with the client to ensure that we 
deliver exactly what’s needed. And, we call ourselves ‘Growth Partners’ for this 
reason. We focus on outcomes over the effort put in to build and design campaigns. 

We devise strategies understanding the trend and the serving consumer habits. 
Suggestions and recommendations are often given to the brands that’ll help the 
brand standout and carve out a place for itself in the competitive marketplace. 



Nandu’s
Nandu’s, a traditional brand with a great legacy wanted to rebrand themselves with a much 
simpler logo. The logo too had a history and we wanted to simplify the logo to make it 
appealing and equally simple. We started with just the logo and the scope increased to 
packaging and other collateral designs. 



The original Nandu’s logo had a very prominent chicken head 
in the logo which was part of their core product

The logo later evolved and the chicken head was removed. 
The logo was completely boxed-in by the elliptical boundary

Zamstars rebranded Nandu’s and complete Go-TO-Market strategy. 
We removed the box and added the tag line to denote the freshness





4671
4671, a coastal cuisine restaurant needed a logo to identify themselves with. This logo had to have 
a connect with their intent and styling. We hand-illustrated a few logo options and the shortlisted 
ones were further processed using specific design tools. The scope was later increased to 
conceptualise and design packaging for the brand.





4671 Packaging Designs



DHide Cafe
With a unique service proposition that positioned the cafe well, DHide Cafe partnered with 
Zamstars to help them create a menu card that looks simple yet cheerful. We did not bank on the 
brand colours completely. We added yellows and reds to add visual dynamics to the menu card 
on the table. We used a curvy font to set the mood and give the diner a casual feeling. 





Menu Card Options

Menu Card Options



The Pump House
The Pump House is one of the newest brew house in Bengaluru. The brand wanted to have a 
unique design language which will appeal to their target group. The design language had to 
be seamless and the creative needed to have something very specific to the brand. We 
adapted the shape of their beer glasses to highlight the logo and the messaging. The creatives 
were well received by the client and the public. We are currently working on a few more 
campaigns for the brand. 



Creative Social Campaigns



Tilt
Tilt, was looking for an agency to help them get on the social channels. We chose to have a ‘tilted’ 
approach to the campaigns and creatives that were to be designed. We wanted the audience to tilt 
their heads when they look at the creatives. We smartly used the ‘Rule of Thirds’ to highlight the 
tilted image and the tilted copy. 



Creative Social Campaigns



Standee

Poster



Dialogues Cafe
Dialogues Cafe, with its unique selling proposition of paying for the time you spend over what 
you eat and drink, this brand had to position itself really well and help the customers understand 
the concept better. We banked on the vicinity and churned out creatives that would engage 
customers the minute they enter the cafe. 



Site Branding Wrist Bands



Wrist TokensTent Cards & Handouts



Invite & Creative



High Ultra Lounge
High Ultra Lounge reached out to us to design creatives for their special Valentine’s Day 
evening. We created a GIF that narrated the story of taking your partner to a new high. There 
was also a poster that was designed to share on social media and other platforms. The 
creatives were well received by the client and the audience. 



GIF

Standee



Art Cafe
Supposedly the first bridge cafe, Zamstars was given the responsibility to design / brand the 
outside part of the cafe. We submitted a few creative options and one was shortlisted by the client. 
We made sure that the inside of the cafe reflects on the outside creative which will increase footfall 
to the cafe. 



Onsite - Branding



Novotea
A subset brand of Novotel, Novotea is a range of specially nurtured and crafted tea leaves. 
Novotel wanted to have a distinct brand identity to be created which was subtle and charming. 
We designed a few options that maintains the brand style and its tonality. While the genesis 
behind each of the concept was well received, the last option was shortlisted and finalised across 
Novotel for Novotea. 



Logo Design



Logo Design



Chameleon
Chameleon, wanted expert advice/assistance to help them create an identity that was filled with 
quirk and wit. We designed a Chameleon mascot and gave it multiple colour renditions to help 
the brand select the best logo. We also worked on a few poster creatives that is used in the 
restaurant as welcoming messages. 



Logo Options



Posters



A Plateful of Happy Clients 
Our clientele is a powerful testimonial that’ll remind one that; the bigger the brand, the bigger the 
responsibility. And we say this with pride and confidence, the reason why they are happy is because 
of a lot of blood, sweat and creativity. 




